
LEATHER GOODS





The Sincro brand, which is dedicated to metal accessories for the 
HIGH FASHION CLOTHING, LEATHER GOODS and FOOTWEAR market 

segments, is borne out of Fimma’s success consolidated over the 
years.



CLOTHING

LEATHER GOODS

FOOTWEAR

The wide range of products, developed without limits to 
imagination and creativity are unique in their kind, and so 
enhance the style of each brand.

A sector increasingly oriented towards technological innovation,
not only for functional reasons but also for aesthetic ones. The 
use of our ONECLAK Lettering is one such example, considered
an “elegant detail” it enhances the products of the most 
established brands. Eyelets, rivets and snap fasteners are core 
articles within our Footwear business; they allow the customer 
to manufacture a finished product with an impeccable design.

Dressing the finest leathers with our products is something we 
are very proud of, ONECLAK is an example, our patented high 
quality Lettering is recognised as a market-leading product 
and application method.



SINCRO IN THE
LEATHER GOODS

SECTOR

Our expertise in the world of leather goods has been consolidated 
thanks to successful collaborations with the most prestigious 

brands in the sector. Today we offer innovative products, able to satisfy 
the most varied needs of the market, and furthermore we are able to 
design application systems to facilitate and guarantee the application 
of our products on any type of leather.



1

SERVICES OFFERED

Our customers trust us: we involve them in all stages of the 
production process, we provide them with all the information they 

need to achieve the desired final result and we make ourselves 
available as a partner to study and test each single component 
according to its specific needs and technical characteristics.

1
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND

INDUSTRIALIZATION OF

CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS

Our know-how allows us to design and industrialise
unique pieces, we are able to produce personalised 
articles, achieved through the finishing, coating, 
laser cutting and engraving processes.

Fimma perform application tests on our customers
materials to confirm the suitability of our parts.
We measure fastening, unfastening and 
traction values, issuing data sheets that guide 
the user towards a correct application. Specific 
tests are also made regards the suitability of 
hypoallergenic and nickel free products and 
their conformity to the respective standards. 
We also carry out ageing tests on products 
using specialised machines and procedures, 
such as “salt mist”.

Our specialized technical staff are available to 
support customers in the delicate production 
phases.

We support the customer in the choice of galvanic 
specifications, to ensure that both parties are 
fully informed and satisfactory final decisions 
are made.

Fimma design, study and industrialize patented 
accessories, in which the technical requirements 
and aesthetic wishes blend harmoniously. To 
ensure that each patented product is easily 
identifiable they have each been give their own 
unique family name.

2 APPLICATION TESTS

3 AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE

ON-SITE SUPPORT

4 GALVANIC SPECIFICATIONS

5 PATENTED PRODUCTS
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PRODUCT OFFER

   EYELETS

   ONECLAK LETTERING

   SELF-PIERCING AND DOUBLE RIVETS

   STUDS

   BAG FEET

   BASIC SNAP FASTENERS AF / KF / MF-2 / MF-3

   PATENTED SNAP FASTENERS



EYELETS

Vast range of eyelets which may differ in 
shape, dimension and shank lengths.

Wide choice of galvanic finishes and varnishes.

Precious frame and barrel galvanic finishes.

Galvanic finishes to customer specifications. 

Eyelets which may be applied on different 
thicknesses of leather.

“Double-face” eyelets.



International patent.

Precious frame galvanic finishes.

Galvanic finishes to customer specifications.

Special polishing process guarantees uniformity 
of the galvanic finish.

Perfect application and alignment of the 
Lettering.

Quick application, in only 22 seconds!

ONECLAK LETTERING

Product suitable for application on various 
materials and thicknesses.

Flexibility of lettering once it has been applied.



SNAP FASTENERS
NX-0 / NX-1 ( patented )

New technical concept, minimalist design 
yet elegant at the same time.

Extremely versatile, to meet even the most 
demanding needs.

Great possibility to customize the product, 
for the CT male part too.

Spring with nylon component, which ensures 
constant release over time and long lifetime 
for the snap fastener.

High technical content that allows easy 
fastening, but greater resistance when 
unfastening.



SNAP FASTENERS
CX ( patented )

Minimalist style, smart and elegant at the 
same time.

Customizable in all its parts.

Possibility to mix and match contrasting 
galvanic colours.

Full, holed and invisible caps.



SNAP FASTENERS
ESSENTIAL ( patented )

Minimalist yet elegant design.

Female part available in various sizes and 
versions.

Customizable to satisfy individual customer 
requirements.



SNAP FASTENERS
DUAL CLICK ( patented )

Unique, the only snap fastener with innovative 
double-closure mechanism.

Vintage design.

Customizable in all its parts.

Choice of full, holed and invisible caps.

Vast range of possible galvanic finishings.
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